We consider single squark production in pp collisions at √ s = 1800 Gev in the light gluino scenario, where production is dominated by the parton subprocess qg →qg → qgg. Computed are the total production cross-sections as well as the contribution of such production to the dijet mass distribution. We compare our cross-sections to the experimental data from the CDF collaboration with integrated luminosity of 19pb −1
Z → bb decay [5] .
The light gluino case also provides somewhat better grounds for the scalar quark search. In this scenario, a single massive squark with a (nearly) massless gluino can be produced via qg →qg. Such a reaction would considerably dominate similar reactions of two heavy particle production (e.g. qq, gg →qq) such as would be required in the heavy gluino case. Furthermore, the experimental signature of such heavy particles is fairly complicated, possibly involving multijet events. On the contrary, in the light gluino case the scalar quark would decay mainly into a quark and a gluino. Although the hadronization of a gluino is not well known, it is reasonable to assume that a light gluino primarily results in a single jet, thus allowing squark production to reveal itself simply as a peak in the dijet mass distribution. In this article we suggest how the experiments on dijet mass distribution, which are in particular being performed by the CDF at the Tevatron, can search for scalar quarks in the 200 − 800 Gev mass range. In this work the reaction ug →ũg → ugg is studied in light of the CDF experimental conditions.
Production Cross Sections
The Feynman graphs for the single squark production qg →qg are shown in Fig. 1 . Expressions for the squared amplitude on the parton level can be found in [9, 10] . On discarding terms vanishing in the limit mg = 0 the cross-section readŝ where
This result disagrees with [10] . We use CTEQ 3L (leading order QCD fit) parton densities [11] . α s (Q), q(x, Q), g(x, Q) are evaluated at Q = √ŝ . We also sum over left/right squark production neglecting the possible mass splitting between these states. Since there is no interference between diagrams containingq L andq R , in the case of M R − M L mass splitting large relative to theq width one simply divides the production cross-sections by 2 to get separate production cross-sections. We have taken the gluino mass to be 100 Mev. The production cross-sections are plotted as a function of squark mass in 
Dijet Cross Sections
For the purposes of making experimental predictions, however, as well as for the shape of the peak and dijet angular distribution, one has to consider the pure final state qgg. The corresponding Feynman graphs are shown in Fig. 3 . In the light gluino case considered here squark production is dominated by the gluino exchange graphs 3,4 in Fig. 3 , which lead to a predominantly forward gluino and hence to a two jet topology. In addition to the square of the resonant terms we consider their interference with the non-resonant amplitudes from Fig. 4 . We do not include the square of non-resonant terms since it is a part of the background as long as we study only the resonances in the dijet mass distributions rather than complete SUSY contribution into dijet cross-sections. The interference terms, however, prove to be rather insignificant.
Dijets as studied at the CDF are defined as pairs of jets a, b with highest p t in the events which pass certain selection criteria as well as the pseudorapidity cuts |η a,b | < 2, or |cos θ a,b | < 0.964, and tanh
Since the CMS angle of a dijet with zero net transverse energy is cos θ * = tanh ηa−η b 2 , the last cut is used in the experiments as the cut on cos θ * to provide a uniform detector acceptance as well as to reduce standard QCD background [6] . We compute the part of dijet mass distribution due to the scalar quark production as Figure 5 : Squark resonance in dijet mass distribution.
where the factor of 2 accounts for antisquark production,
The total squark width is approximated by its "hadronic" width Γ(q → qg) = 2/3α s mq ≈ Γ tot ; we neglect other decay channels. The ratio of this width to the squark mass is smaller than the mass resolution (10%) at the CDF [6] , which is crucial for the reaction being detectable.
We perform a six-dimensional Monte-Carlo integration taking into account all applicable experimental cuts. A typical resonance, both pure and smeared with 10% detector resolution is depicted in Fig. 5 , where
we have assumed a squark mass of 500 Gev. The total resulting cross-section as a function of squark mass is plotted in fig. 6 . One can see that, as can be expected from the cuts, the dijet cross-section is roughly 0.6 − 0.7 of the production cross-section shown in Fig. 2 . Scalar quarks in this mechanism are mainly Figure 6 : Total dijet cross sections due toũ production. Also shown (dashed curve) is CDF 95% CL upper limit on the cross section times the branching ratio for new particles decaying into dijets.
produced near |cos θ| = 1 and decay isotropically in their rest frame. Since η a − η b is invariant under Lorentz boosts along the beamline, the distribution in cos θ * is nearly flat and not shown.
Conclusions
We compare the predicted cross-sections with the CDF data on 95% CL upper limits on new narrow resonances [6] . Our analysis indicates that a left-right degenerateũ in the mass region of 330 − 440 Gev is apparently inconsistent with the light gluino scenario. One can see that the dijet cross-sections associated with single squark production are large enough to bring about discernible signals in the broad mass region of 200 − 700 Gev. However, the CDF sensitivity to new particles , that is, the position of the exclusion curve in Fig. 6 is also determined by the systematic errors as well as by large prescaling factors for triggers [6, 7] .
In the light gluino scenario, jet experiments should prove to be a viable tool in the search for massive scalar quarks, as we have demonstrated in connection with dijet mass distributions. Current CDF data on the dijet mass spectrum appears to excludeũ squarks of mass between 330 and 440 Gev if the gluino is light.
With slight improvement of the experimental sensitivity, scalar quarks below 800 Gev will be observed or proven inconsistent with a light gluino. In the standard SUSY picture, where squarks and gluinos are heavy, squark production cross-sections [12] are orders of magnitude below those computed here and dijet decays are not expected. A squark of mass M will also in the light gluino scenario produce a Jacobian peak in the jet transverse energy distribution at approximately M/2. We will address this issue in a forthcoming paper.
